TAPPING
INTO YOUR
INTUITION
FOR A
PROSPEROUS
LIFE
The reason why Darby would be a great guest for your show :He
has discovered the gap to manifesting the life of your dreams
comes down to building greater confidence by following your own
intuition and creating your own path. I have see several people
make millions from my intuitive readings and from teaching others
to tap into their own.

What your audience will gain from our interview: You audience
will gain awareness that they have everything they need to start
having a powerful advantage in life or business.
Darby is a storyteller with a mix of humor, creativity, and practical
spirituality without all the woo. Most of those who have worked with me
or have been in my events there are so many testimonies of
breakthroughs in finances, career, & business.

My Story: My focus on intuition came after many years of searching
for the missing piece in his life. I tried many different gurus’
teachings.
Failed at seeing his life change very little while trying to learn to
manifesting, visualization and meditation. When he started to discover a
deeper understanding of intuition it bridged the gap from his life being
a tragedy to triumph.

TOPICS
Uncover Your One
Million Dollar Idea
Selling & Marketing
Without Losing Your
Soul
Cure Underearning

BIZ
Business Training
Coaching-One-one& Group
Intuitive Readings
Training in Intuition

DARBY
SLATON
INTUITIVE BUSINESS
& LIFE COACH &
SPEAKER

MEDIA
CONTACT
717-468-7447
darby@darbyslaton.com
www.darbyslaton.com
Skype ID: darbyslaton

EQUIPMENT
Blue Yeti
Logitech c920
Professional background
Silent home studio
Proficient in Zoom or Skype
Headphones
Reliable High Speed Internet
Macbook Pro

FUN
FACTS
Given 800 plus
speeches
Lives In
Lancaster Pa

BIO,FEATURES,TESTIMONIALS & PHOTOS: TO HELP
WITH SHOWNOTES WWW.DARBYSLATON.COM

Tap Into Your
Intuition
&
Discover The
Prosperous Life

Darby
Slaton

Intuitive Coach
&
Speaker

Media Contact
717-468-7447
darby@darbyslaton.com
www.darbyslaton.com

Darby has discovered the gap to manifesting the life of
your dreams. The secret sauce comes from building
greater confidence by following your own intuition and
creating the life you have always imagined.
Darby has seen his clients receive countless
breakthroughs in their physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual health as well as finances from his
trainings, spiritual direction and teaching on how to
practically tap into their intuition.
During this event, you will gain insight and awareness
that you ALREADY have EVERYTHING you need to tap
into your powerful advantage in life.
Darby is a storyteller who mixes humor with truthtelling, creativity, and practical spirituality to
empower you to live your life with greatness and from
a cup of fullness.
Come EXPECTING miracles for your life by being apart
of this life changing event!

CURIOUS FOR MORE INFORMATION?
CHECK OUT DARBY'S WEBSITE FOR
BIO,FEATURES,TESTIMONIALS & PHOTOS
WWW.DARBYSLATON.COM

